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Introduction and Methods

High level flow: Our method operates in three stages by i) predicting backbone atom distance matrices and torsion angles;
ii) recovering backbone atom 3D coordinates; and iii) reconstructing the full atom protein by optimization

Model architecture: inputs are embedded followed by (left) aggregation, encoding using sequence models, and decoding;
(right) encoding using sequence models, aggregation,and decoding.

Protein structure prediction (PSP) from amino acid sequences is a fundamental problem in computational biology.
We use embeddings and deep learning models for prediction of backbone atom distance matrices and torsion angles.
We recover 3D coordinates of backbone atoms and reconstruct full-atom proteins by optimization.
Key contributions:
● Gold standard dataset of around 75k proteins which is easy to use in developing deep learning models for PSP.
● Competitive results with the winning teams on Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP13) and 

a comparison with AlphaFold (A7D), results mostly superseding winning teams (CASP12).
● Publicly available source code for both protein structure prediction using deep learning models and protein reconstruction.

Representative comparison between the winning CASP12/13 models for each 
protein, bestAlphaFold (A7D) model for CASP13, and our model for CASP12/13.

Average length of CASP13 target proteins selected is 325 residues, average for 
CASP12 is 247 residues. Results of RMSD around 2 Angstrom on test targets are 
considered accurate in CASP.

Our results supersede winning teams of CASP12 compared with each best team 
for most individual proteins which highlights the improvement of using deep 
learning methods. Our approach is on par with winning teams in CASP13, 
compared with winning teams for individual proteins, which highlights that 
our methods are state-of-the-art and overall our performance on CASP is 
highly competitive.

Data, Models, and Code: github.com/idrori/cu-tsp

CUProtein dataset consists of amino acid 
sequences, secondary structure,PSSM’s, 

MSA covariance matrices, backbone 
distance matrices, and torsion angles


